The hardware included with this item is meant for drywall or stud mounting only. If your walls are made from concrete, brick or plaster, please consult your local hardware store for assistance in selecting the appropriate hardware.

Oversized Round Mirror
Mounting instructions

Tools: Pencil, Screwdriver, Measuring Tape, Stud finder
Hardware: TWO Toggles
TWO Screws

Do not use cable to hang this Mirror from a single mounting point. Both key-holes must be used to support this frame on a wall using the provided hardware and following the below instructions.

Mounting Instructions:

1) Before you get started with the below mounting steps, use a measuring tape measure the distance from the side edge of the Mirror to the center of a keyhole. This is “Measurement A” Repeat the same for the other key hole, which is “Measurement B”.
2) Next measure the distance between the key-holes (measure from the center of each). This is “Measurement (C).”
3) Determine a desired mounting location. With the help of another person, hold the mirror level against wall at a desired mounting location. Use a pencil to mark out both sides of the hook. Place the mirror aside.
4) Replicate Measurement A, B & C on the wall from the markings done in Step 3. The start and end points of Measurement C will be the installation points for the mounting hardware. Use a pencil & ruler to connect all the measurements. A horizontal line should be formed. Make the necessary adjustments to ensure a horizontal installation.
5) Use a stud finder to look for wall stud in the desired installation points. If any of the installation point aligns with stud, use provided metal screws only. If there is no stud, both the dry wall anchors/metal screws are required.
6) If a installation point aligns with wall stud, use a Phillips screwdriver and secure a metal screw directly into the installation point and into the aligned stud. Rotate the screw clockwise until the screw head is about 3/8 inch from the wall surface.
7) For installation point that do not align with a wall stud, use a Phillips screwdriver to insert the wall anchor. Do not “push” or drive the anchor into the wall, it is designed to bore into the wall like a drill bit. Slowly turn the anchor clockwise while applying pressure until the flange just touches the wall. Again, using the screwdriver, insert a screw into the installed wall anchor and rotate the screw clockwise until the screw head resides about 3/8” from the wall.
8) After installation of the anchors/screws, raise the Mirror against the wall so that the key-holes are supported by the screw heads.

Care Instructions: To clean: wipe with a soft, dry cloth. Do not use abrasive or strong chemical household cleaners. A household glass cleaner may be used for the Mirror surfaces – spray the cleaner on a clean cloth first and then use the cloth to clean the Mirror. Do not spray the cleaner directly onto the Mirror or frame surfaces.
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